
 

Option Section  Option Name  Option Notes 

Page View  Show questions grouped in one or more pages 
(clustered by break pages) 

The break pages are added and sequenced by you when adding 
questions to your test. Refer to the “How to Create a Test and Manage 

Question Types” article in Docebo’s Knowledge Base for more 
information on adding break pages to your test. 

Show one question per page  If you added any break pages or titles to your test and you flag this 
option, they will be ignored. 

Questions  Show all questions arranged in sequence set on test's 
Edit page 

This sequence is determined by you. Using the cross icon in each 
question’s row in the list of questions on the test’s Edit page, drag and 

drop each question in a specific order. 

 

Show all questions in random order (set 
sequence ignored) 

All questions on the same page of a test will be randomized. If you 
added any break pages or titles to your test and you flag this option, 

they will be ignored. 

 Show x questions out of x  available. LMS selects 
questions at random and they change for each 

attempt. 

If you flag this option, not all of the questions will be displayed in the 
test for the user, depending on what you type into the text box. For 
example, if you’ve created 11 available questions, but you type the 
number 6 into the text box, 6 of the 11 available questions will be 

randomly selected and presented to the user. The selection changes 
per attempt and per user. If you added any break pages or titles to 

your test and you flag this option, they will be ignored. 

Show a certain number of questions from 
each category LMS selects questions at random and 

they change for each attempt 

Questions will be randomly selected based on the categories in which 
you placed them when you created the question. Please refer to this 
article to learn more about creating question categories. Once this 

option is flagged, you can type a number into the text box to indicate 
how many questions you would like your users to answer. For 

example, if you’ve created 14 available questions, but you type the 
number 7 into the text box, 7 of the 14 available questions will be 

randomly selected and presented to the user. The selection changes 
per attempt and per user. If you added any break pages or titles to 

your test and you flag this option, they will be ignored. 



PLEASE NOTE: If you flag the 3rd or 4th option in this section, you cannot have the questions on more than one page. All 
questions must be on the same page, and break pages will be ignored. For the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th option, the title will be 

ignored. 

Answer View  Show all answers arranged in sequence set 
on question's Edit page 

The answers for each question will appear as you’ve arranged them 
when you created the question. 

Show all answers in random order if allowed 
by question type. LMS randomizes answers upon each 

attempt 

The answers for each question will automatically have a random 
order if that specific question type allows randomization of answers. 

If you flag this option, the option to Shuffle Answers when creating 
each individual question will be greyed out; so you cannot flag the 

option to shuffle answers for an individual question. 

 


